April 28-30, 2020 Webinar Post Review Comments:

“This “Fundamentals of Low Observable Technology” Online Webinar Course is easily falls in the top 5 of any technical short course I have taken throughout my 43-year career in government and industry. I sat in on this 3-day course to stay technically relevant, and to refresh my knowledge on electromagnetics, RF, EO/IR, acoustics -- including both theory and measurement practices, as well as practical applications of these technologies to weapon systems. The course was very well-organized and well-run, especially for an online technical short course with 42 attendees spanning three time zones. The technical difficulties with audio and video quality were minimal. Brian Kent and Randy Jost did exceptional jobs as lecturers; Peter Munk and Tri Van also did good jobs representing their portion of the syllabus (radar absorbing materials technology and computational electromagnetics respectively). “ DMJ

“.... Dr. Kent. I really appreciate the historical aspects of the course. I learned far more than I expected given my background (lack of background). This is a testament to your presentation. “ NE

“Thanks very much-- really enjoyed the class! “ – DD

“Thanks for the great course” SM

“Thank you for the great course, Dr. Kent!” RD

“Thank you so much! I’m glad I took the class and I learned a lot.” JF

“Thanks for the awesome course! Bye.” RM

“Thank you, Brian. Excellent material” SC

“Hey Brian, thanks a lot, really enjoyed the course and thanks to your contribution to the nation.” TB

“Thank you. Excellent training” RBE